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PMT vs SiPM comparison
The End
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Where?
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NA62

Fixed target experiment in CERN North Area (NA)
the SPS synchrotron will work as main LHC injector but
also as 400 GeV/c proton accelerator with extracted
beams
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NA62 experiment and goal
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K+→π+νν:
Ultrarare decay BR~10-10
Very High background: mainly
K+→π+π0)
Weak signal: only one track

GOAL
~80 SM events
10% acceptance

Intense hadron beam: 1 Ghz
Unseparated π-K beam (75 GeV/c)
Kaon ID on the beam
Measurement of all particles
momentum
kinematical rejection
hermetic veto system
very high vacuum level
PID
minimal material budget
good momentum resolution
redundant measurement
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Detector layout

Gigatracker (see M.Fiorini) +Cedar:
to identify and measure the particle
composition and momentum with
σ(P)/P=0.2% and σ(T)=150 ps

Straw tracker: to measure
the decay product
momentum (in vacuum)
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400 GeV
p from
SPS

π
ν

75(±1%) GeV
Kaon (~6% K in
unseparated
hadron beam)
Vetos (see M.Raggi) + LKr:
to veto the photons from
the decay region (10-5
inefficiency for γ with E>1
GeV)

ν

Rich + MUV: for PID
and muon rejection
(μ rejection 10-6)
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CEDAR detector
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To positively identify the kaon in
the hadron beam
Old CERN Cherenkov detector
To be “upgraded” for our purpose
H2 instead of N2 (or He) to reduce
the material budget

25
cm

Current optic: the Cherenkov ring
is read on 8 spots (1x3 cm2) from
phototubes. A diaphragm on the
spots can be adjusted in order to
match the correct cherenkov
radius for the kaon
6/8 or 7/8 fold spots coincidence
Bovet, Maleyran, Piemontese, Placci, Placidi
CERN yellow report 82-13 (1982)
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Requirements to the CEDAR readout
~50 Mhz kaon beam on ~1 Ghz total beam rate
Fast response
Good time resolution (below 100 ps )
Radiation hardness
~10 photons/spot for 75 GeV/c Kaons
High efficiency (>95%)
Very low mistagging probability (~10-6)
Efficiency and time resolution to the single photons also
in high rate conditions
Purpose:
The kaon identification is essential to release from 10-7 to
10-6 mbar the vacuum pressure requirements in the decay
region
with a very good time resolution the CEDAR could be
employed into the trigger
Good timing information could help the Gigatracker to
reduce the hits pairing combinations.
7
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PMT solutions
The high rate (γrate~2 MHz)
can not be managed from the
old phototubes
Assuming 25% Q.E. and 10
photons per spot per kaon
the average current (with a
Gain of 106) is ~2 mA
The light have to be spread
over several PMs (for
instance 200)
Test beam in 2006 with 1
cm2 Hamamatsu R2248UV
Other solutions (R7400U for
instance) can be considered
Single photon timing
resolution measured ~500 ps

It exists an alternative solution to the PMT?
(requirements: high rate, excellent efficiency and
timing resolution)
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SiPM: operating principles (1)
h
depletion region

n+
p
e–
h+

h+



the APD works as
quasi-linear amplifier
with limited gain
The SiPM are
“trigger” devices with
very high gain in
which the signal is
proportional on the
number of discarged
diodes in a matrix

1E-06

IMPACT IONIZATION ON
IMPACT IONIZATION OFF

1E-07
Current
(A)
Diode reverse
current
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p+

The SiPM are based on photodiode
powered with a reversed bias voltage of
few voltage above the Break Down
voltage (APD in Geiger Mode = GM-APD)
A photon can produce a electron-hole
pair in the depleted region, triggering an
avalanche that can be detected.
tipical dimension: 500 μm
n+ thin (0.1 μm)
depleted region 4 μm
p+ low resistivity
Tipical cell density 400 cells/mm2

1E-08

SPAD/GM-APD

1E-09
1E-10

photodiode

APD

1E-11
1E-12

full depletion

1E-13
1E-14
1E-15

VBD

1E-16
-30

VAPD
-25

-20
-15
-10
Reverse Bias Voltage (V)

-5
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SiPM: operating principles (2)
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After the first photon the current produced by the avalanche have to be
quenched in order to recover the diode caracteristics
Passive quenching: large resistor to limite the total current
Active quenching: analog circuit to react to the current increasing
A) A shower is triggered by a photon: the CD capacitor start to
discarged through the resistor RS. The “external” current increase to
(VBD-VB)/(RS+RQ)
B) The RQ resistor start to quench the current
C) The switch is OPEN: the CD capacitor start to be recharged with a
time costant CDRQ
APD

GM-APD
DIODE

VBD
RS

CD

RQ

VD

A
VBD

VBIAS

CD

RQ

VD

VBIAS

RS
B
Vbia

C

s
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Quenching and recovery time
i

~ (VBIAS-VBD)/(RQ+Rs)=Ilatch

1-exp(-t/τd)

i
Bad quenching

exp(-t/τQ)
t
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99% recovery time ~ 5 τQ

τD= CDxRS << τQ= CDxRQ ; the response is faster wrt recovery
The RQ can be choosen in order to have a recovery time of few ns
The gain can be defined as

G=

Imax⋅Q  V bias−V BD ⋅Q  V bias −V BD ⋅CD
=
=
qe
RQRS ⋅qe
qe

Tipical values:
CD ~ some 10 fF
RS ~ 1 KΩ
RQ > 300 KΩ
VBD ~ some 10 V
Vbias ~ few volts above VBD
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Signal characteristics
Gain is linear up to ~ 5V overvoltage
proper avalanche quenching

3pe

T=22o
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VBD

2pe
Slope =
Csingle cell ~ 80fF

Tests to verify the SiPM
characteristics:
Breakdown voltage
Dark counts
Gain stability
Uniformity of VBD (>99%)
Uniformity of dark count

Pulse charge spectrum
low intensity blue LED
excellent charge
resolution (few%)
uniformity of
cell to cell response

1pe
0pe

very good charge
resolution
very easy to measure the
gain (wrt PMT)
Most of the characteristics depends on the
technology and the material quality employed
Several SiPM manufactured on the market:
FBK-IRST (MEMS proj. with INFN collab.) and
HAMAMATSU considered in this study
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Dark count, after pulse, optical cross talk
2
1
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single cell signal

double
signal
(optical
cross-talk)

single cell signal
+ 2 afterpulses

shape
two component due to the charge and discharge time costant
dark noise
production of pairs in depletion region without any events
associated (two sources: generation-recombination, tunnel
effect)
The rate is different if the avalanche is triggered by electrons
or holes (factor 2) (difference between IRST and HPK devices)
optical cross talk
signal in adiacent cell
it can be reduced with metalic trenches to reduce the cell-cell
transition (IRST device)
after pulses
delayed regeneration effect: the carrier can be “trapped”, a
new avalanche can be triggered as soon the carrier is released C.Piemonte

IRST
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NIM A 568 (2006) 224

PDE (linear scale, a.u.)
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Photon detection efficency
(Comparison of the
shape)

the peak efficiency
for the SiPM is at
level of 70%
The main
contribution to the
PDE comes from the
IRST fill factor (depends
on the
HPK manufactured)
Can be optimized
in the design

the PDE (photon detection efficiency) depends mainly
on :
the fill factor (dead material around the active cells)
the probability for a gamma to generate a pair
the probability for a pair to trigger the avalanche
Transmittance: Anti-reflecting coating (ARC)
optimized for 420 nm (IRST)
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Time resolution
Overvoltage=4V

FIT: gauss+const

=400nm

T
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mod(t,Tlaser) [ns]

measured with a laser (T=12.367
ns) at two wave length
fixed overvoltage
Fit with a gaussian+tails
50-100 ps RMS plus non gaussian
tails
Fast component: statistical
fluctuations in the avalanche (vertical
-> build up, horizontal -> diffusion)
Slow component: The avalanche
starting point depth depends on hν

Overvoltage=4V

FIT: gauss+const
+exponential

=800nm

e

− t /

2

2

2

~L /  D

mod(t,Tlaser) [ns]

G.Collazuol – VCI 2007
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Temperature dependence
DARK COUNT

DARK COUNT: decrease at lower T
two component due to GR centers and
tunnel
below a given T the tunnel effect
dominates: not relevant gain to
decrease further T
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PDE

PDE: increase at lower T
the probability to start an
avalanche and the energy gap
depends on T
TIME RESOLUTION: lower jitter at low
T due to reduced termical
fluctuactions in mobility

TIME RESOLUTION
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Afterpulses - SiPM HPK

T (K)
300
200
77

t (ns)
~42
~96
~108

AFTER PULSES: increase at
lower T
The trap life time increase
with lower T
RECOVERY TIME: increase at
low T
Due to RQ polysilicon
behaviour at low T
GAIN: indipendent on T
At fixed over-voltage

Crosstalk - SiPM HPK
H.Otono – PD07 28 June 2007
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t

reemission

(ns)

Temperature dependence

V BREAK-DOWN: increase with T
mean free path shorter, the
carriers loose more energy in
the lattice
CROSS TALK: decrease at
lower T
The PDE in the adiacent
cells decrease at lower T
Small effect
17

Radiation damage

1×108
n/mm2

before
irradiation

Neutron irradiation

T.Matsumura – PD07
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Ileak @ (Vop, 1.0x108 n/mm2) = 8.5 µA

moderated effects below 1.0x108
n/mm2
Two types of damages :
Non ionizing energy loss
damage
Ionizing energy loss damage
Depends on the kind of damage
induced by a given particle the bulk
or the surface can be involved

two effects in SiPM:
increasing of Dark count (more generation centers)
increasing of after pulse (more trapping centers – threshold effect)
the damage of protons and neutrons is similar (2 order of magnitude
wrt to the photon's effect)
Change in bias voltage after the irradiation
it's better to use the SiPM far as possible from high fluence.
18

Two ways: IRST, HAMAMATSU
HPK

FBK-IRST (MEMS)

p+

n+
p+
p- epi

holes
el.
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p-substrate

Gain: 105-106
PDE 30%-70%
Noise: x2 wrt Hamamatsu
After pulse: 1%
Cross talk: 1%
Time: 50 ps

el.

n+
n- epi

holes

n-substrate

Gain: 105-106
PDE 30%-70%
Noise: 200 kHz-1MHz
After pulse: 10%
Cross talk: 10%
Time 100 ps
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HAMAMATSU and IRST
4x4 mm2
6400 cells
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1x1 mm2
400 cells

.. and several other
arrangments

Cell size

Fill factor
(fraction of active surface)

40 x 40 m2
50 x 50 m2
100 x 100 m2

44%
50%
76%

C.Piemonte - workshop on ”Photon
Detection” - Perugia 13-14/6/2007 20
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SiPM as CEDAR readout: possible mechanical “nose” layout
The Cerenkov
light can be
directed far
from the quartz
windows thanks
to mirrors
To reduce
the average
current in
the PMT
solution
To reduce
the
radiation
damages in
SiPM
solution
To concentrate the cherenkov
light in a smaller surface in the
SiPM solution (smaller DC)

A cooling system
can be easily
implemented without
any temperature
gradient in the cedar
gas.

21
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SiPM as CEDAR readout: characteristics
Assuming to use a 4x4 matrix of 3x3mm2 SiPM to
collect the light in a surface of 12x12 mm2 (per spot)
900 cells per SiPM
PDE peak at level of 70% (but need to be
convolute with the light spectrum) -> low
sensistivity at UV -> PDE = 30%
10 Cerenkov photon per spot -> 3 p.e. per spot
-> 10 Mhz of >= 1 p.e. per channel (@50 Mhz
kaon decay)
kaon detector efficiency with logic 6/8 or 7/8 is
greater than 95%
The recovery time isn't an issue
The DC increase with the area -> concentrate the
cerenkov light on a smaller surface (½ of the spot
area)
Work at low Gain (small Vbias) to decrease the DC
-> amplification in the FE
The DC increase with the T -> moderated cooling
system (T=200K)
Cross talk <1% with IRST SiPM
After pulse not relevant unless cooling below 120
K
Far from the beam halo to decrease radiation
damage effects

Assuming that the
light of 1 spot
can be collected in a
square of 12x12 mm2
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SiPM as CEDAR readout: Radiation damage
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A roughly estimation of the neutron flux at 80 cm from the
beam core is in the range 5x107 – 2x108 n/mm2
The SiPMs have to be put far from the beam
Special run to better understand the halo beam effect at
foreseen position of the CEDAR will be done in 2008 test beam,
exposing and measuring the I-V for SiPM

80 cm

23
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SiPM as CEDAR readout: Front end electronics
FE requirements:
shaping
circuit with two time
constants (τD, τQ)
double pulse resolution
Current amplifier
Small gain to decrease DC
Small signals (20 mV)
Time measurement with high
resolution (FADC or TDC)
Low noise
amplifier

Low noise
amplifier

linear
driver

1GHz
FADC

TELL1

ToT
discriminator

TDC

TELL1
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The time resolution for single
photon is 50 ps (100
Hamamatsu) -> 15 ps for
tagged K
Non gaussian tails in time
resolution observed at L=800
nm (% level), not at lower
wavelength
Fast rise time (100ps)
The τQ constant is at level of
20 ns
Signal shaping
With the shaping the
double pulse resolution is at
level of 5 ns
A possible electronics
schematics proposed for the
PMT solution, can be adapted
to the SiPM solution
B.Hallgren (NA48 note 05-02, 2005)

1.0mV

-Vb

VIN
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SiPM ad CEDAR readout: timing and double pulse

Cb

Rbias

Rload =75

S
iPM

0.5mV

Rload =50

Am
pli.

Rload =20

R
S

GND

0V

0s

20ns
V(Rin:2)

40ns
V(C1:2,Vbias)

60ns

80ns

100ns

Time
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PMT and SiPM Comparison
PMT
HPK R7600
(18x18 mm2)

SiPM
HPK S10362-11-50C
(1x1 mm2 )

V/V for G/G=1%

>106
3 x 10-4

>106
6 x 10-4

T

5o C

Reference
device (eff. area)
Gain (G)
for G/G=1%
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Max average
anode current
Efficiency
(on active area)
Collection efficiency
Time resolution

100 A
(350 mm2 )
~25% @ 400nm
~40% (UBA)
70%

0.3 o C
3 A
(1 mm2 )
~95% @ 400nm
40% to 80%

~500 – 300 ps

50 ps to 100 ps

few kHz

0.5 MHz @ room T

After-pulse
(thr. @ 1 p.e.)
B-field immunity

1 % level

10 % level (1%
for IRST)

No

Yes

Radiation damg.

No

Yes

Dark noise (1 p.e.)

The excellent SiPM
time resolution fit
very well the
experiment
requirements
The SiPM DC can
be reduced using
low temperature,
smaller area and
low radiation level
The high rate isn't
an issue for SiPM
readout (in principle
the positive
identification of
some 100 MHz pions
is still possible ->
systematics study
on residual gas
effects)
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Conclusions
The NA62 experiment is an ultrarare decay
experiment at CERN@SPS
The positive tagging of the kaons in a 1 Ghz
hadronic beam is necessary in order to
decrease the requirements to the high vacuum
in the decay region
The CEDAR detector allows K tagging with an
updated readout system
SiPM
The PMT solution can be employed, but with
some limitations
?
The time resolution is sufficient but not
excellent
The average current have to be reduced
using more PMT
The SiPM solution offers a very good time resolution (x4 wrt PMT): 15 ps on K
The DC can be reduced with a moderated cooling system
The SiPM will be cheaper (x1/4 wrt PMT) with respect to the PMT
Next Step:
Better evaluation of the radiation effects on 2008 test beam
SiPM on Cherenkov light study during RICH test beam 2008: Light Yield and
timing
more information on SiPM devices:
http://collazug.home.cern.ch/collazug/seminario_sipm_fe.pdf
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SPARES
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Institutes and companies involved in SiPM
Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan
FBK-IRST, Trento, Italy  collaboration with INFN (“MEMS” project)
SensL, Blackrock, Ireland
MPI, Munich, Germany
Zecotek, Vancouver, Canada
RMD, Boston, USA
JINR/Micron Enterprise, Dubna and Zelenograd, Russia
MePhi/Pulsar Enterprise, Moscow, Russia
Center of Perspective Technology and Apparatus (CPTA), Moscow /
Photonique, Geneve, Switzerland
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FBK-IRST production
6400 cells

3600 cells

C.Piemonte - workshop on ”Photon Detection”
- Perugia 13-14/6/2007

1600 cells
400 cells

pad: 1x1 mm2
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3x3 mm2
2x2 mm2

1x1 mm2

circular

Array 32x

Array 16x

Array 8x

Matrix
4x4

pad: 1.1 x 0.25 mm2
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Zoom on FBK-IRST technology
C.Piemonte NIM A 568 (2006) 224

Shallow-Junction
Shallow n layer
(0.1 m)
+

n+
p
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Fully depleted region
(4 m)

Substrate
low resistivity
contact
(500m)

polysilicon RQ

π

≈

Trench covered
with metal
epitaxial

p+

Active volume
≈
no micro-plasma's
!
(lower VDB due to
oxide precipitates)
high quality epitaxial

n+ on p abrupt junction structure
● Anti-reflective coating (ARC) optimized for
~420nm
+
+
● Very thin (100nm) n
layer: “low” doping n layer
 minimize Auger and SHR recombination
● Thin high-field region: “high” doping p layer (limited by tunneling
breakdown)
 fixes VBD junction well below V BD at edge
● R by doped polysilicon
Q
● Trenches for optical insulation (low cross-talk)
● Fill factor: 20% - 80%
●

Critical region:
≈
● Virtual guard ring to prevent
edge-breakdown
(n+ layer extends
beyond p layer on )
● Leakage current
● Surface charges
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IRST characteristics
Silicon light absorbition

20

Field and Doping
p

n

+

18

5E+05

17

4E+05

16

3E+05

15

2E+05

14

1E+05

13

0E+00
0
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6E+05

Doping
Field

E field (V/cm)

Doping conc. (10^) [1/cm^3]
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7E+05

0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8
depth (um)

1

1.2

1.4

PDE
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Dark counts
generation in the
depletion region (Field
enhanced)
Tunnel (Field assisted)
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 Dark rate ~ Veff P01/ g ~ 2MHz (n+/p: IRST)
~ 1MHz (p+/n: HPK)
S.Uozumi – Vienna VCI 2007

HPK

The P01 (the probability to
trigger an avalanche) is
different for e and holes:
~100% for electrons
~50% for holes
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Recovery Time: Temperature dependence

The recovery time changes
with T due to the polysilicon
Quenching resistor dependence
on T
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SiPM vs PMT
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Hamamatsu devices
(standard PMT)
SiPM need to be optimized
for UV
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Timing resolution
The fast component in te
timing resolution depends
on diffusion and
propogation
Multiplication
assisted
diffusion

Photon assisted
propagation

A.Lacaita et al. APL and El.Lett. 1990
PP.Webb, R.J. McIntyre RCA Eng. 1982
A.Lacaita et al. APL 1992
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 ~ L2 /  2 D

The slow component depends on the possibility to
generate an electron-hole pair in the neutral region after
the depletion high field region (carrier propagation by
diffusion).
G.Ripamonti, S.Cova Sol.State Electronics (1985)
S.Cova et al. NIST Workshop on SPD (2003)
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Radiation damage
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Before irrad.
After irrad.

Before irrad.
After irrad.

105

106

107

108

109

n/mm2

n/mm2

n/mm2

n/mm2

n/mm2

T.Matsumura –
PD07

Before irrad.
After irrad.

1010 n/mm2

No significant change
Drastic change in I-V
NA62 Cedar
environment
(rough estimation)

no signal
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2.8×1
08
p/mm
2

1.4×1
08
p/mm2

Co γ-ray irradiation

60

proton irradiation

proton irradiation

before
irradiation
irradiated dose (Gy)

The gammas effect
is 2-3 order smaller
wrt nucleons
●

Ileak @ (Vop, 1.0x108 n/mm2) =
8.5 µA
1×108
n/mm2

before
irradiation

Similar effects
between p and n
●

Neutron irradiation
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Current after 1 hour
(µA)

Radiation damage
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Timing measurement
Pump Laser
Millenia V (Spectra-physics)
solid state CW visible laser

pump
laser
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conversion 800 nm  400 nm
efficiency at % level

Ti:sappire
laser

CNR-PISA

Low noise LV
suppliers

Crystal for Second
Harmonic Generation (SHG)

SiPM +
amplifi
er

Filters
blue + neutral
for rejecting IR light
and tune intensity

Data taking conditions:
different Vbias
both at 800 nm and 400 nm
with different light intensities
(counting rates
in the range 10÷20 Mhz
ie 15÷30 KHz per single cell)
Analysis:
Digital filter method to
reconstruct the time
Single photon signal
Low noise around the signal
(in 10 ns)
Low instantaneus intensity
(in 50 ns)

Analog bandwidth:
6GHz
Sampling rate: 20GS/s
Vertical resolution: 8
bits

Dark
box

SHG

L
aser
peri
od

LeCroy SDA
6020

External trigger
from
Ti:sappire laser
signal

(Aknowledments:
E.Marcon, LeCroy)

Dt

1 p.e.
2 p.e.
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IRST HPK
No pinhole

Ø=200mm

Ø=25mm

Ø=10mm

Timing measurement: IRST and HPK
636nm
σ~103ps

Over-voltage = 3V

dependence on hit position

•
410nm

l =400nm
Overvoltage = 4V
— fit to c/√Npe

dependence on # of simultaneus
photon

T.Iijima – PD07
Kobe - 28 June 2007

G.Collazuol – VCI07
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Over-voltage = 5V

σ~110ps
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Photon detector devices comparison

SiPM
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